ROC Research and Operations Center
KYong Edwards kye@utdallas.edu 972.883.3466 Geosciences

ROC Research and Operations Center
Y Gloria Eby gle@utdallas.edu 972.883.2484 Geosciences

ROC Research and Operations Center
F Jonathan Coghill jpcoghill@utdallas.edu 972.883.4714 Office Information Technology

ROC Research and Operations Center
Y Kimberly Watson kw@utdallas.edu 972.883.7127 Research

ROW Research and Operations Center West
K Gregory Melton gmelton@utdallas.edu 972.883.4575 972.883.7456 University Recreation

SB Service Building
F Chris Reavis ccreavis@utdallas.edu 972.883.2244 972.883.3508 Print Shop

SB Service Building
F Troy Mcauliffe tmcauliffe@utdallas.edu 972.883.7461 Receiving and Mail

SG Safety and Grounds
A Angela Allen aallen@utdallas.edu 972.883.2831 University Police

SLC Science Learning Center
F Micah Randaken nrandaken@utdallas.edu 972.883.6487 Biological Sciences

SP2 Synergy Park North 2
F Kat Johnson kjohnson@utdallas.edu 972.883.5379 Central Business Office

SPN Synergy Park North
F Tarun Basu tbasu@utdallas.edu 972.883.4562 Engineering & Computer Science

SPN Synergy Park North
F Nancy Finch nfinch@utdallas.edu 972.883.3635 Engineering & Computer Science

SSA Student Services Building Addition
F Homer Salazar hmsalazar@utdallas.edu 972.883.4297 Student Union

SSB Student Services Building Addition
F Dan Goodwin dgoodwin@utdallas.edu 972.883.4297 Student Union

SJB Student Services Building Addition
F Dan Goodwin dgoodwin@utdallas.edu 972.883.4297 Student Union

SU Student Union
F Homer Salazar hmsalazar@utdallas.edu 972.883.4297 Student Union

SU Student Union
F Dan Goodwin dgoodwin@utdallas.edu 972.883.4297 Student Union

SLP Supplemental Utility Plant
F William Streeter willst@utdallas.edu 972.883.5372 972.883.2778 Space Sciences

SLP Supplemental Utility Plant
F Jimmy Wilson jwilson@utdallas.edu 972.883.5372 972.883.2778 Space Sciences

TH Theatre
F Alex Loewen-Hill aeh@utdallas.edu 972.883.2774 Arts And Humanities

TH Theatre
F Elizabeth Yingelby ey@utdallas.edu 972.883.2778 Arts And Humanities

VCB Visitor Center and University Bookstore
F Pema Stanley ps@utdallas.edu 972.883.7465 Auxiliary Services

VCB Visitor Center and University Bookstore
F Tricia Lashman tlashman@utdallas.edu 972.883.2861 University Recreation

WSTC Waterfield Science and Technology Center
F Katherine Haver katherinehav@utdallas.edu 972.883.2865 Space Sciences

WSTC Waterfield Science and Technology Center
F Michael Pendle mpendle@utdallas.edu 972.883.3861 Space Sciences
